For Immediate Release
June 24, 2011

STATEMENT OF THE D.C. FEDERATION OF CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS, INC. on the TAXI CAB MEDALLION BILL

At its June 2011 Assembly Meeting, delegates to the D.C. Federation of Civic Associations, Inc. resolved the following:

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that D.C. FEDERATION OF CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS requests the Council of the District of Columbia not to approve the “Professional Taxicab Medallion Act” B19-0172.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the D.C. FEDERATION OF CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS requests the Council of the District of Columbia review and propose objective reforms in the present taxicab system, in terms of taxicabs being modernized, i.e. energy efficient, gps, air conditioning, credit cards and drivers knowledge of best routes.
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